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FUR
E Only DAG members providing aid Lebanon now or foreseeable

future are US and France (technical assistance only). In
view cultural impact residual from period French mandate

3C and sizeable French investments in Lebanon (concessionary
GC companies, et etera), French maintain high degree sensitivity

their relationship with Lebanon. Therefore, Embassy believes-
informal coordination is more desirable than formal proceduralKY arrangements. Embassy would appreciate any views DAG members
might have with respect to Lebanon and if necessary will ask

.RC Department seek DAG's advice on specific matters as they arise..p

For Department's information, many highly placed Lebanese 10
Government officials have expressed in confidence to Embassy
officers their resentment extent French influence and have
asked Embassy's assistance in substituting US guidance many
fields (which considered more objective and disinterested than
that of French). Some GOL officials remain suspicious French
ulterior (profit) motives, although others appear completely
under French influence. For above reasons coordination has
not been entirely effective, exchange of information has been
limited and in some cases would have been undesirable.

Following are answers numbered questions reference telegram.g..

1. Approaches by US and DAG to host government or-entral N3
coordinating agency and designated official to partiipate 0
in all development and aid planning and negotiatiTns to insu
effective host government coordination are essen a o DAG
coordination.
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2. Availability of Central Agency's minutes to DAG repre-
sentatives on routine basis and regular reports by DAG repre-
sentatives to central agency on progress program planning and
execution individual agreements with interchange copies such
reports among DAG representatives should meet basic need for
interchange information and provide basis for discussion
problems duplication, overlap and interrelationships. Provi-
sion copies significant correspondence between DAG representa-
tives and operating segments host government to central agency
office will provide basis for operational coordination.

3. Exchange of information to fullest degree possible without
violating confidence host country is highly desirable.

4 Upon initiation of request by host government. Thereafter
only to extent relationship exists between aid provided by the
several donors.

5. Undersirable and unwieldy to enter into formal written
exchanges of information. Copies of formal documentation entered
into bilaterally should not be provided directly other DAG
members in order avoid feeling on part host country that its
private affairs being broadcast, If number donor countries is
limited, would be simple to provide for exchange of information
in course of normal visits between appropriate representatives
of various Embassies or at small ostensibly social gatherings,
such as lunch or dinner.

Appears desirable to Embassy that any system coordination and
exchange of information should include UN agencies.

All this being said, however, in general I have followed
policy with two French Ambassadors in Lebanon of saying that
we are here to cooperate and not to compete, In other words,
if they can do a given task as well as we, by all means let
them do it.
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